Five questions for Philip Fernbach

You think you know it. But you don’t. Neither does your colleague, or family members or friends, or the pundits you watch on TV who agree with your political ideas. Human brains don’t have the capacity to know everything about everything in our complex world, and so we rely on communities to share knowledge and enable us to accomplish our goals.

That all sounds good, but there can be a downside to such thinking. Philip Fernbach, professor of marketing in the Leeds School of Business at CU Boulder, says we tend to overestimate how much we know, which can be troublesome, and we tend to believe whatever our community believes.

He co-authored (with Steven Sloman) “The Knowledge Illusion: Why We Never Think Alone,” which explains how and why we think the way we do. His research interests encompass a variety of consumer behavior, including causal reasoning, probability judgment, financial decision-making and moral judgment.

Fernbach is the lead author of a study published Monday in Nature Human Behaviour showing that people who most oppose genetically modified food know least about the science behind these products.

Fernbach also is co-director of the Center for Research on Consumer Financial Decision Making, and an affiliate of the Institute of Cognitive Science and the Center for Ethics and Social Responsibility. In 2017, he received a fellowship grant to conduct a two-year research project, The Cognitive Basis of Extremism, to explore how to improve public discourse by making people aware of the causes of extremism and ignorance.

He studied cognitive science at Brown University before coming to CU as a postdoc at the Center for Research on Consumer Financial Decision Making.

“It’s actually atypical for a cognitive scientist to end up in a business school,” Fernbach said. “This is kind of a dream job for me and I feel really fortunate that it worked out this way. I love being in the business school and I love being in Colorado.”

He has earned numerous awards, including in 2018, the Association for Consumer Research Early Career Award for Contributions to Consumer Research and the Provost’s Faculty Achievement Award at CU Boulder.

Another career highlight for Fernbach is his speaking engagement at the 2017 Athens Democracy Forum. “I followed Kofi Annan on stage and it was an amazing experience talking about these issues in front of an incredible audience of journalists and leaders.”

Outside of work, his passions are bluegrass music and ice hockey.

“Flat-picking is a real obsession of mine and there’s an amazing bluegrass community in Colorado and the Denver and Boulder area,” he said. “It’s just a great community of players that has been a rewarding part of my life.”

He grew up playing ice hockey, which he calls the “most fun sport,” and has now passed that passion onto
1. Are the issues you lay out in “The Knowledge Illusion” a new way of looking at human thinking? What are the benefits and disadvantages of the way we think?

The ideas in our book have been around a long time, but they haven't been popularized. Most people in the cognitive science community do not think about the world in the way that we are putting forth in the book, and so while a lot of these ideas are not new to fields like economics and social cognition, what we have done is pull everything together – including research we have done – to paint a picture of the mind that is quite different from the way that it is normally thought about.

The book has two major themes: One is the idea that individuals don’t know very much about the world, and we overestimate how well we understand things; the other is the idea of the community of knowledge. Most of our knowledge is not stored in our own heads. Humans are great at forming communities where people can specialize, and the knowledge is distributed across the community. Each member of the community has little bits of knowledge and we have the capacity for collaborative cognition, where the community can be a lot smarter than any one individual alone.

There are important implications of this way of thinking in the real world in areas like education and politics, for instance. Education is about giving people a lot of information, but what our book says is that humans aren’t built to store a lot of information, and so we have to take different approaches to learning.

There also is a paradox at the heart of the human condition, which is the idea that as human beings, we do incredible things. Just look at our technology and our ability to organize society and control the world in all these incredible ways. But individuals can be very irrational; we can be extremely ignorant; we can be very centered in our ways; and we are not always responsive to evidence. You also see large groups of people that end up believing things that are easily verifiably false.

Human thinking leads to both upsides and downsides. The upside is that we have the ability to store knowledge in a community to collaborate and be able to achieve and pursue goals that are extremely complex even though no one individual understands it all. The downside is that when we form these communities, we end up taking on the views of our community, and it is very hard for the individual to adjudicate what is correct and what is incorrect.

Additionally, most things are so complicated that individuals can’t judge whether the community has it right or not and we end up in these situations that are kind of like a house of cards, where an entire community tends to believe something false because everybody in the community has this feeling that they understand the issue despite the fact that no one does.

2. Throughout history, there have been leaders and scientists and others who have bucked the system to make important changes or discoveries. Are these people somehow different from the rest of us? Or what happens to change a person’s mind about something they believe in?

This idea of an intellectual rebel is one we are thinking about as we move forward with our research and writing. To some extent, it is atypical to question what the community tells the individuals. Most people are not very deliberative about bucking the community. One of our hypotheses is that in order for people to take a counter-culture view, they have to have some sort of community support.

I actually went to the Flat Earthers Conference in Denver a few weeks ago. These are people who buck the system view, but they have a lot of community support from like-minded individuals to formulate their theories.

Historically, when we laud people as being these kinds of mavericks, it turns out that the reality is more complex. They have a community of support of other people who are thinking similar thoughts, but I do think there is something special about people who are more contrarian and deliberate about questioning the status quo. It can lead to...
communities forming around these views that are outrageous like the Flat Earthers, but it is probably central to the scientific pursuit of knowledge since a lot of scientists question the status quo more than others do.

The question of changing our minds is a difficult one. When we take a view of the world, we’re really trumpeting what our community has to say. It is hard for people to change their minds because people can often discount information that is counter to what they are being told or to what their community believes because it is coming from experts that they don’t trust as much.

I do think that there are some people who are more open to the evidence than others, but for most people, it is hard to update beliefs in an objective way. We tend to be tied in to what we believe, and we have to see a lot of evidence and be open-minded before we start changing our views.

Humans are not aware of the gaps in our knowledge; we go through life feeling as if we understand things a lot better than we do. When people are confronted with counter evidence, they do update their beliefs to some extent, but probably not as much as they should.

3. Understanding that we overestimate our knowledge and tend to believe our community views, how can we be smarter consumers?

There are different types of consumption. One area is consumption of information. We see around us all the time that we can be led to very bad places if we’re not vigilant about checking our understanding. We can be led to false beliefs or led to believe in fake news or led to believe that products are better than they are or fooled into believing in pseudo-science claims.

The answer to the question is counter-intuitive. We shouldn’t go and learn everything about every product we want to buy or every news story we want to consume because that is not possible. The world is too complex. We need to take an expert’s word for things a lot of the time, but we can be more vigilant about checking the claims and our understanding and making sure our information is credible.

4. Are we letting people off the hook when we say the world is too complex to understand more about what is happening around us?

One of the major problems in our discourse is that we like to put this normative frame on these problems. Our first question is, “What is wrong with these people whose views are counter to what we believe or what the consensus is?” I actually think that is counter-productive. We shouldn’t assume there is something inherently wrong with people; instead, we should figure out what is going on and then we can figure out how to influence the situation and get people to beliefs that are more concordant with what the experts and science says.

We are not letting people off the hook; we are being realistic. All of these issues we are grappling with as a society are complex and a solution that says everyone needs to get a lot more knowledgeable about the issues is not realistic. We can’t learn enough to have a completely reasoned and justifiable view, and in the end, we have to rely on the community and the experts in the community to give us information.

People need to be more vigilant about checking their own understanding and not just blindly say that their community is right. We need to become more open-minded and a little less extreme in our positions around issues that we don’t understand very well.

It is wrong to imagine that there is something pathologically wrong with 50 percent of people in the country who are across the aisle. We tend to say that these people are idiots or evil, but usually the truth is much more nuanced. There are people at the extremes who have bad intentions or who are willfully ignorant, but for the most part, we overestimate the extent to which people on the other side are different from us qualitatively in terms of their morals or intelligence. I think we need to appreciate that everybody is relatively ignorant.

5. What are your current research endeavors?
One of the things I’m fascinated about is people’s attitudes on controversial scientific topics like genetically modified foods, global warming and vaccination. These are areas where a large portion of the population has views that are counter to the scientific consensus, and we’re working on where their views come from. One of the things we are finding is that a lot of the time, people who are most extreme have the least knowledge, or the lowest scientific literacy. But they claim to have the most knowledge, which means they think they understand the issues better than others.

Thinking we understand things better than we do can lead to overly extreme views. What we’ve found is that the effect of learning more about a topic pushes us to become more moderate and we understand the world is more complex than we thought.

Newest regents officially take their places on the board

Chance Hill and Lesley Smith, the newest members of the University of Colorado Board of Regents, and the re-elected Glen Gallegos took their oaths of office at a Jan. 9 ceremony at CU Denver, where they were joined by family members, friends, fellow board members and many others from the CU community.

About 60 people attended the swearing-in ceremony in the lobby of the Student Commons Building. Nathan B. Coats, chief justice of the Colorado Supreme Court, presided.

Smith, D-Boulder, in November won statewide election to an at-large seat on the board. A longtime faculty member, she arrived at CU Boulder and the Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Studies (CIRES) in 1989 and worked 29 years as an educator and research scientist. She retired in April.

Smith’s election marks the first time women have held a majority on the nine-member board — a historic achievement she noted at the event. During her campaign, when she met with newspaper editorial boards, she often was asked to talk politics.

“I told them, ‘I’m a Democrat, but I truly believe education is nonpartisan,’” she said.

Hill, R-Colorado Springs, represents District 5. A Colorado Springs employment attorney, he previously served as an officer and analyst with the CIA and in the Navy, which included a one-year deployment to Iraq.

“I look forward to working with and learning from so many of you here tonight to champion the CU system,” Hill said. “I appreciate your time and support. From here on out, moving forward and forever, go Mountain Lions, go Lynx and go Buffs.”

Gallegos, R-Grand Junction, represents District 3. He worked for 26 years as a teacher, coach, principal and executive director of instruction for Eagle and Mesa County school districts. He retired in 1997 and joined the family construction business, The Gallegos Corp., as president of operations.
“Believe me, you don’t do a campaign across the 3rd Congressional District – where we drove about 20,000 miles this time, a few more the first (campaign) – and not have some support from your family – but especially my wife of 44 years, Diane,” said Gallegos, who also expressed his appreciation to his fellow board members. “We don’t always agree, but I see the energy you put into it and the decisions that you make and how hard you work at it.”

President Bruce Benson congratulated the three and braced them for the responsibilities of the next six years.

“There are a lot of important issues facing the university, I need to warn you,” Benson said. “We have a lot of work to do. I also know you did a lot of work to get elected. Being on an elected board is different from being on an appointed board. But in the end, the goal is the same: to make the university the best it can possibly be.”

Topping the board’s to-do list this year: choosing a successor to President Benson, who has said he will retire from the university in July.

“This place is a real challenge even on really good days,” Benson said. “But if you keep the best interests of CU and the state of Colorado in the forefront of your mind, we will all benefit.”

Other CU community members attending Friday’s ceremony: Board Chair Sue Sharkey, who read the Regents Charge authored by outgoing Regent Stephen Ludwig, also in the audience; Board Vice Chair Jack Kroll; Regents John Carson, Heidi Ganahl, Irene Griego and Linda Shoemaker; Regents Emeriti Steve Bosley and Bob Sievers; UCCS Chancellor Venkat Reddy; CU Denver Chancellor Dorothy Horrell and CU Anschutz Medical Campus Chancellor Don Elliman.

University of Colorado announces $4 billion philanthropic campaign

The University of Colorado today announced the launch of a $4 billion philanthropic campaign that will strengthen CU’s mission of improving lives in Colorado and beyond.

The university’s most ambitious campaign to date will support academic, research and public service priorities across the four-campus CU system: CU Boulder, UCCS, CU Denver and the CU Anschutz Medical Campus. The total will reflect fundraising totals from across the four campuses.

CU will seek to inspire giving that accelerates a variety of strategic imperatives, notably:
- Expanding student opportunities and access
- Enhancing research and discovery
- Attracting and retaining top faculty
- Transforming health care

“Our donors are our partners in advancing CU and Colorado and their contributions add significant value toward our efforts as one of the top universities in the world,” said CU President Bruce D. Benson. “Their investment in the university has a substantial return for our state and society in terms of more opportunities for students, cutting-edge medical and scientific breakthroughs, economic impact and improved quality of life.”

Benson, who last summer announced he intends to retire from the university in July after more than a decade as president, co-chaired CU’s last two successful $1 billion-plus campaigns with his wife, Marcy. Creating Futures exceeded its $1.5 billion goal in 2013 and Beyond Boundaries exceeded its $1 billion goal in 2003.

CU has raised $2 billion in the quiet phase of this campaign, which began in late 2013.
“CU is well positioned to build on the fundraising success in recent years and achieve greater things,” he said. “We have a great partner in the CU Foundation and I have every confidence we will achieve the campaign goal, which will elevate our efforts to serve our students and state.”

The campaign name, **Essential CU**[^17], is inspired by the university’s role in creating a Colorado that is economically, physically and culturally healthy. CU aims to match its donors’ passions with the talent at CU who can transform those interests into practical, tangible benefits.

The general focus of the campaign will be expanding student opportunities and access, enhancing research and discovery, attracting and retaining top faculty and transforming health care. Each campus will have a more detailed set of priorities.

The campaign comes as CU continues to benefit from record-breaking donor generosity over the past decade.

In fiscal year 2018, donors made $440.4 million in gifts and commitments to bolster CU’s campuses, schools, colleges and programs. It was the ninth-straight year in which private donor support surpassed the previous year’s giving, and it featured one of the largest gifts in CU’s history – a $120 million gift from the Anschutz Foundation and its founder, Philip Anschutz, to accelerate faculty recruitment, research and facilities. Other recent notable giving includes a $10 million gift from Lola and Rob Salazar to support the Student Wellness Center at CU Denver, the first named building in campus history; several hundred gifts that helped fund the Ent Center for the Arts at UCCS, a new performing arts complex in Colorado Springs; and a $10 million gift from Paul Rady that created a partnership with Western State to offer CU Boulder bachelor of science degrees in computer science and mechanical engineering.

CU’s endowment, which invests donor gifts to provide funding in perpetuity, has more than doubled in the past 10 years, from approximately $640 million to more than $1.3 billion today.

Visit [giving.cu.edu/essentialcu](https://giving.cu.edu/essentialcu) to learn more.

**Gov. Polis advances budget with $98 million boost for higher ed.**[^18]

Gov. Jared Polis on Tuesday submitted his first budget proposal[^20] to the Joint Budget Committee (JBC) of the General Assembly, recommending a $98 million increase for higher education.

The boost, first recommended in November by then-Gov. John Hickenlooper, would mean an additional $30 million for the University of Colorado system.

“We are encouraged to see state funding for higher education going in a positive direction and we appreciate the support of the governor and Legislature,” said CU President Bruce Benson. “We believe it is an investment with significant returns to the state.”

Adjustments to the budget proposal are expected as the governor and lawmakers work toward making it official in the spring. The Legislature’s 120-day session began Jan. 4, a few days before Polis took his oath of office.

“Securing equal opportunity for Colorado families is a key priority of this administration,” Polis said in a statement. “Whether it’s education, health care, or protecting public health and safety, this budget lays a strong foundation for a bold new vision for our state.”

As was the case in Hickenlooper’s proposal, the Polis budget stipulates no tuition increases this year at institutions of
higher education. In a letter accompanying his request, Polis called flat tuition “a step in the right direction,” adding that it is not a substitute for stakeholders controlling costs that lead to student debt.

Tanya Kelly-Bowry, vice president of Government Relations, extended "special thanks to Gov. Polis for supporting a general fund increase to higher education that will hold tuition flat," and asked supporters to call 303-866-2471 to thank the governor.

The budget request also calls for a $23 million increase for financial aid statewide and a $6.5 million increase for a new rural teacher scholarship program intended to encourage new college students to pursue a teaching career in rural Colorado.

CU’s Government Relations team also is working with lawmakers on legislation addressing shortages of medical professionals and educators in rural areas, and the expansion of a pilot program, which CU helped launch last year, that strives to prevent the misuse of opioids.

CU also is working to ensure funding for capital construction projects, including year-two funding for the Anschutz Health Sciences Building on the CU Anschutz Medical Campus and renovation of the Engineering building at CU Denver.

Some 23 new legislators were sworn in before the session began. Democrats now hold majorities in the House (41-24) and Senate (19-16).

New Anthem ID cards coming to your mailbox

Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield will mail new health plan ID cards to CU Health Plan members the week of Jan. 21. CU Health Plan members covered by an Anthem plan should begin using the new card as soon as they receive it.

The Anthem Anywhere app gives members instant access to digital ID cards from the convenience of their smartphones. If cards are updated in the future, members will have immediate access to the latest card version. The app may be used to find a doctor, access personal Anthem health records, manage prescription benefits and estimate health care costs.

Members may also download or print a copy of their new ID card from CU’s Anthem microsite.

Whether members choose to use the old-fashioned plastic card or the digital version, the new cards will have the following updates:

- New pharmacy BIN and PCN numbers
- A separate Member Services number
- A new pharmacist help number

Members are receiving new ID cards because Anthem recently changed its method for processing prescription drug claims – an effort taken to create a better customer and pharmacist experience. To learn more about these changes, visit this FAQ page.

For questions, contact Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield member services at 1-800-735-6072.
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